We are the Women in Science Eindhoven (WISE)-Network, which is for all female scientists at TU/e, from EngD and PhD candidates to full professors and for research-support staff.

**OUR MISSION**
- Bring people together, stay connected
- Generate awareness about the everyday challenges of being a woman in academia
- Provide ideas for change in perspective, and exchange ideas among all levels within TU/e
- Advocate for equitable and transparent opportunities in career path and personal development
- Collect experiences among our members to provide advice

**PARTICIPATE IN**
- Inspirational talks on science and career path
- Professional skills workshops
- Networking drinks
- Annual events

**JOIN US!**
- [www.tue.nl/wise-network](http://www.tue.nl/wise-network) or scan
- wise-network@tue.nl
- @wise_tue
- WISE network
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